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United States to vote on this question, shall a certain man be , what hours

shall he work, a direct decision is something that simply wouldn't work 7ecause there

wouldn't be enough eop1e who would know enough about that particular thing. A real

control of the people is something which in indirect way rather than directly and in the
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end you're going to have more of the popular control. If the representatives

ideas of a lot of people on how are we going to vote on this or that, but the feeling

of the people who are most interested. is shown by what they do. If somebody is really

interested. and the rest of the people who don't care don't have to cast a vote, but
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gradually the interest of those who are concerned make themselves known. Quest.

ins. I heard. about a legislature in the mid-west somewhere about 20 years ago during the

depression passing an action of simplyling engineering there that the what they called
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that's the relation of the diameter to the circumference

The thing that decides it in the end isn't whether it is a decision made or what the
what

people feel like, but whether the decisions made are in the end. are what the people

desire that is whehher it will make them happy or unhappy in the end. And the question

is how are we going to achieve this result. I think just at this point , I'd like to

say a word. about this matter of republican. You know there are a great many people-I have

found this in many of our universities--that the American systea.is a very unsatisfactory

inefficient democracy and thattthe British systen is far more democratic than ours, and. the
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British parliamentary system has been adopted. b many countries. The French is essentially

like the British system. Now the difference htween the two is this. In En.glnd. the
(7)

Prime Minister can the law. The parliament put it out and put in a new prime
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minister. And in England they can have a new election next month. But over here

and. over here we have senators and representatives, we have governors, we have
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all of this by different groups. Now suppose that all our people in one state

would decide today that they didn't want Harry Truman for president. He woi.dIi' t without

a revolution be moved prior to the next election. Now in England, according to their
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